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Buildings under Control Symposium is a thorough success

LOYTEC Presents Groundbreaking Room Automation
Solution
The third Buildings under Control Symposium hosted by LOYTEC
electronics, an international specialist for innovative building automation
systems, recently concluded in Vienna. Already a traditional meeting point
for the industry, the event once again attracted numerous representatives
of the international building automation market to Vienna. Automation
experts from 20 different countries were informed about the latest
developments at LOYTEC by means of a presentation program and
demonstrations of new LOYTEC products.
The introduction of the most recent LOYTEC developments created great
interest. The presentation of the new L-ROC room automation system by
the company’s technical mastermind Dr. Dietmar Loy was followed with
great attention. “We want to make your life as easy as possible”, Loy
stated. Continuing his demonstration with the “six steps to success“, Dr.
Loy configured an L-ROC room automation system step by step.
Subsequently the attendees could follow the creation of the automation of
an entire office tower with 480 room axes. The presentation included a
wall of 60 L-ROC devices purposely built to enable the spectators to watch
the process live. Even before the projected system completion of 30
minutes was over, Dr. Loy could download the entire necessary
programming into all of the L-ROC Controllers. “And this is pretty much
it“, Loy concluded his impressive demonstration. The efficient and
extremely quick programming of the new L-ROC Controllers is enabled by
the L-STUDIO software, which is type based and creates instances of
room types. Through simple copying of these “basic modules“, complete
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programming of an entire office tower is done in an astonishingly short
amount of time with surprisingly little effort.
Other topics of the Buildings under Control Symposium placed emphasis
on the practical side, the “How to“. During the whole series of lectures
throughout the first day of the symposium, various protocols were
discussed; LON, BACnet, KNX, DALI, M-BUS, Modbus and ZigBee PRO all
integrated in the L-INX Automation Server platforms. “With the L-INX
Automation Servers we provide a platform, which can efficiently integrate
all the different protocols. We call this the ‘No Gateway Approach’ “,
LOYTEC managing director DI Hans-Jörg Schweinzer related.
The presentation of several case studies also contributed in forging a
bridge from theory to practice. With the example of the City of Chandler in
Phoenix, Arizona/US, the benefits of linking together distributed properties
were shown. In this case study 15 public buildings in total were
integrated, ranging from the fire department to the local school, with 34
L-INX Automation Servers used. The Iberdrola office tower in Bilbao,
Spain, demonstrated the advantages of an L-DALI Lighting Control with
integrated emergency lighting and test functionality. Additionally, an
example of a 25 year old office building in Washington DC/US, increased
building efficiency with the energy optimization practices and use of
LOYTECs L-WEB graphical user interface for energy dashboard and
equipment monitoring and control.
Photo captions:
Photo A: Dr. Dietmar Loy, LOYTEC CTO, fascinated the audience with the
groundbreaking L-ROC System at the Buildings under Control Symposium 2011
Photo B: DI Hans-Jörg Schweinzer, LOYTEC CMO, explained the “No Gateway Approach“
of the L-INX Automation Servers at the Buildings under Control Symposium 2011
About LOYTEC
Founded in 1999, LOYTEC electronics GmbH today ranks among the leading European
providers of intelligent network infrastructure products for building automation. There
LOYTEC sets to open and standardized communication protocols exclusively. LOYTEC develops,
manufactures and distributes to the world router solutions, embedded Automation Servers,
DALI lighting controls, graphic user interfaces, touch panels and gateways. Primary focus is on
network solutions for buildings and real estate. Methods provided are remote access and
notification, as well as functions for data acquisition, information viewing and data storage.
The LOYTEC system is based on a protocol independent approach for decentralized alarming,
scheduling and trending.
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Product development and manufacturing are located at the Austrian headquarters in
Vienna. Particular emphasis is laid on careful and top-quality execution. LOYTEC is certified
according to ISO 9001 since 2004. In addition the company has branch offices in France
(software development) and Germany (sales) and a subsidiary in the USA.
LOYTEC supplies to more than 80 countries around the world. Export rate is 99.5 %.
Strong partnerships with leading industrial companies and intensive research work in
cooperation with universities result in innovative products for customers all around the
world. Numerous national and international awards confirm the run of success of this
Austrian high tech provider.
LOYTEC products are found in buildings like the Uniqa-Tower or the T-Center in Vienna, the
main train station and the German parliament (Reichstag) in Berlin, the ThyssenKrupp Quarter
in Essen, the regional bank Baden-Württemberg in Stuttgart, the Esprit Arena Düsseldorf, one
of the most modern multifunctional stadiums of Europe, the Gallileo Tower in Frankfurt, the
Rheinhallen/RTL-Studios in Cologne, the biggest cruise ship of the world, the “Oasis of the
Seas“, the fair center Jaarbeurs Utrecht in the Netherlands, Il sole 24 ore, the headquarters of
Italy’s leading financial magazine in Milano, the Governor Rockefeller Empire State Plaza in
Albany/New York State, the world’s most spectacular sport arena, the Dallas Cowboys Football
Stadium in Arlington/Texas, the Wangjing International Commercial Center and the China
Reinsurance in Beijing, the Ernst & Young Headquarters in Sidney and many others more.
For questions please contact:
Doris Wiesner
LOYTEC electronics GmbH
Blumengasse 35
1170 Vienna
Austria/Europe
dwiesner@loytec.com
www.loytec.com
Phone: +43 (1) 4020805-207
FAX: +43 (1) 4020805-99
Further information as well as visual materials can be sent to you gladly on request.

buildings under control™
AST, „buildings under control“, LC3020, L-Chip, L-Core, L-DALI, L-GATE, L-INX, L-IOB, LIOB-Connect, LIOB-FT, L-IP,
L-MBUS, L-OPC, LPA, L-POW, L-Proxy, L-ROC, L-STUDIO, L-KNX, L-ZIBI, L-Switch, L-Term, L-VIS, L-WEB and ORION
stack are trademarks of LOYTEC electronics GmbH. Other trademarks and trade names used in this document refer
either to the entities claiming the markets and names or to their products. LOYTEC disclaims proprietary interest in the
markets and names of others. LOYTEC reserves the right to make changes to these specifications without further
notice for performance, reliability, production technique and other considerations.
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